
Deutsche Kreditmarktplätze (German Credit Marketplaces)
launched
Joining forces: Lendico and Zencap co-operate together on a new project
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Summary Lendico’s and Zencap‘s online presence of the German credit market
place provides an alternative to banks for German private investors,
borrowers and companies. Investors may directly finance individual
credit projects and projects of medium-sized companies. Credit
seekers receive cheap loans

Details Today marked the launch of Lendico’s and Zencap‘s online presence within
the German credit market place, introducing an alternative to banks for
German private investors, borrowers and companies. Investors may directly
finance individual credit projects and projects of medium-sized companies. For
the first time, investors not only receive access to new asset classes that were
previously reserved for banks, but also secure opportunities on high returns
and ongoing monthly payouts.

Digital credit platforms Lendico and Zencap are behind this initiative. The aim
of the foundation is to establish specific standards in terms of risk assessment
and safety. Investors and borrowers will find the best possible service provided
and they can look forward to clear and simple processes.

“German credit marketplaces stand for safety, reliability and innovation.
Standard Made In Germany tagline. Lendico is labelled the best credit
marketplace in Germany.40, 000 users have already registered themselves
online at Lendico. Zencap is an equal match, with whom we will finally make
the new asset class of credit financing in Germany successful”, states Dr.
Dominik Steinkühler, Co-founder und CEO of Lendico.

By investing in German credit marketplaces private investors benefit from a
balanced diversification of portfolios and earn attractive returns at the same
time as minimizing risks.

Lendico is a marketplace for peer-to-peer lending. Without bank branches or
a cashier's desk, Lendico’s investors and borrowers are both involved in
saving costs. Both sides benefit from attractive terms. Lendico allows
investors to finance people and individual projects, and provides borrowers
with the chance to fulfill their desires with the necessary funding. Simply, the
marketplace helps to fulfill the needs of both sides. Borrowers do not want to
spend their hard well-earned cash on excessive lending rates. Investors want
high returns on their savings. Both groups meet together at Lendico. 
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